Significant Sires

1840 Young Dover by Dover was an
important early colonial sire. Ridden
regularly by Thomas Haydon the 156 km to
the nearest bank in Maitland. In 1843 he
won the 3,200 km Maitland Cup, involving
three races, before being ridden home the
next day.

1951 Young Valais, top racetrack
performer who passed a special
quality look onto his progeny which
are represented today in many
pedigrees like Star Black Minstril.
HRH The Prince of Wales playing
Haydon Bambi by Young Valais,
whose full sister produced Australian
Cutting Horse Champion Haydon
Gypsey 11 and was a full brother to
Just Fred sire Hazelwood Romance’s
dam.

1888 Haydon Tester unbeaten in the
early colonial Bridle Spurts and
significant sire of Walers, including
Guy Haydon’s famous mare Haydon
Midnight selected to represent the
Australian Light Horse in Cairo
against the British Cavalry winning all
three events before being shot, while
jumping a trench in the Charge of
Beersheba.

1970 Sundown so named as his dam
had a clandestine mating with then
leading Australian sire Midstream. He
sired many top horses which were
known for their ability which
continued on through horses like
Ellerston legend Horne.

1929 Haydon Starlight
known for the trainability of
his stock and has exerted
much influence in so many
pedigrees to this day. Jim
Haydon represented NSW
on Haydon Dawn above by
Haydon Starlight.

1975 Austock Beranghi stock
excelled in competition with
the likes of Haydon Neckless
Champion
at
Nationals
Polocrosse, Haydon Dark
Jewel winner eight Polo BPP
Awards and played for
Australia, Haydon Radial
winner
of
over
100
Championship Show ribbons,
Haydon Quartz awarded best
Queensland Polocrosse Horse
as was her daughter Haydon
Festina.

1976 Haydon Never Doubt by the
renowned sire Never In Doubt. He sired
many outstanding progeny who also
proved great broodmares like Haydon
Emerald who played Polo Test Matches
for Australia and was dam of Hall of
Fame mare Haydon Angel Jewel.

1995 Haydon Drawn Australian
Champion Three Year Old a once in
a lifetime sire. His stock just got
better the higher the level they
performed at exemplified by
Haydon Angel Jewel who won
every major polo tournament in
the world.

2004 Haydon Nightwatch bred
on
the
proven
Never
Doubt/Drawn
cross.
He
produced stock with outstanding
ability,
including
Haydon
Satellite who stands in USA and
Nationals horse Haydon Apollo.
A pedigree further combining the
blood of Young Valais, Sundown,
Starlight and Tester.

1981 Rodeo Rush from the sort after
Djebel sire line he produced top level
horses like Haydon Olivia who played the
Ellerston 40 Goal, Kerry Packer played
Haydon Jasmine, top Polocrosse horses
Haydon Harvest Rush, Kimridge Lady Di,
Edenhope Jennica, Edenhope Betsy Anne
and Betty Jane.

2001 Murrabong Victory had a strong
playing polo pedigree with both his dam
and sire playing at Ellerston. A prolific
sire with his stock playing around the
world including in the Argentine Open
with a son standing in England.

2006 Ellerston Solar from legendary
Argentine mare La Luna whose
dominate genetics have been used
extensively and by top sire Optimum.
Solar is a sire of numerous playing
horses including top international mare
Ellerston Cruiser and dam of Ruski.

1987 Musket a full brother to
legendary mare Breezette by
the Panzer sire The Gun. Others
from his illustrious family
include Breeze, Zephyr, Top
Gun, Calm 11, Shogun and Cool
Gun.

2003 Haydon Dancer won the Nat
Buchanan Trophy for best ASH in
Australia. He was the sire of good
horses here and overseas and good
broodmares like Haydon Mirage
and Haydon Rumba.

2017 Ellerston Ruski from international
Ellerston Solar mare Ellerston Cruiser
by Cavalier a full sister to top mare
Sheltie. Combines the Hall of Fame
mares La Luna and Pinky in the one
incredible playing pedigree backed by
outstanding
conformation
and
temperament.

